Minutes, PPA Transportation Committee
21 January 2020, Luxton Park Recreation Center

In attendance: Nancy Kosciolek, Rob Nordin, David Frank, Allison Bell, Ben Tuthill, Malik Yusuf, Evan Roberts, Dan Bryant

1. **Franklin & Bedford intersection**: The committee discussed a response and strategy for moving forward on the request to the city of Minneapolis for a stop sign at Bedford and Franklin, in conjunction with a new 4-way stop at Berry and Franklin in Saint Paul.
   a. A call will be made for testimony on experiences at the crossing on the PPA newsletter
   b. A petition will be collected online and in person requesting the changes previously endorsed by the committee and PPA board.
   c. When delivering the petition and testimony to the city, the committee will write a response addressing the inaccuracies in the city’s traffic analysis.

2. **Glendale initiatives**: Malik Yusuf (MPHA Glendale site manager) addressed the Committee about the walkable communities workshop follow-up. Following consultation with Glendale residents some of the walkable communities money will be spent on the first year of critical parking permits for Glendale residents.